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STATE OF FLORIDA 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

 
 
LADORIS G. TUTSON,               ) 
                                 ) 
     Petitioner,                 ) 
                                 ) 
vs.                              )   Case No. 01-4316 
                                 ) 
DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND       ) 
FAMILY SERVICES,                 ) 
                                 ) 
     Respondent.                 ) 
_________________________________) 
 
 

RECOMMENDED ORDER 
 

Pursuant to notice, a formal hearing was held in this 

case on January 28, 2003, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, before 

J. D. Parrish, a designated Administrative Law Judge of the 

Division of Administrative Hearings. 

APPEARANCES 

For Petitioner:  Randy A. Fleischer, Esquire 
                 4801 South University Drive 
                 Suite 3070 
                 Davie, Florida  33328 
 
For Respondent:  Sondra R. Schwartz, Esquire 
                 John Copelan, Esquire 
                 Department of Children  
                   and Families 
                 201 West Broward Boulevard 
                 Fort Lauderdale, Florida  33301 
                 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 

Whether the Respondent discriminated against the 

Petitioner by failing to promote the Petitioner as set forth 

in the claim. 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

On November 2, 2001, the Florida Commission on Human 

Relations (Commission) forwarded the instant case to the 

Division of Administrative Hearings for formal proceedings.  

The Petitioner, Ladoris Tutson, named the Respondent, 

Department of Children and Family Services, as the party that 

had committed an unlawful employment practice.  Essentially, 

the Petitioner maintained she had been discriminated against 

when she was not promoted at the South Florida State Hospital.  

The Petitioner claimed damages in the amount of $50,000.  The 

last act of alleged discrimination took place in June of 1997.  

Thereafter the matter took a tortuous route to the final 

hearing that was conducted on January 28, 2003.  

At the hearing, the Petitioner testified in her own 

behalf and offered testimony from Henry Crawford, Daisy 

Johnson, Judy Smith, and Pat Morrow.  The Petitioner's 

Exhibits numbered 1-25, 28, and 33 were admitted into 

evidence.  The Respondent presented testimony from Andrew 

Reid, Barbara Nickels, and Annie Thomas.  The Respondent's 

Exhibits numbered 1-3 were admitted into evidence.   

A transcript of the proceeding has not been filed.  Both 

parties timely filed Proposed Recommended Orders that have 

been fully considered in the preparation of this order. 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

1.  The Petitioner was an employee at the South Florida 

State Hospital (the Hospital) from October 15, 1979, until 

approximately October 31, 1998.   

2.  On the latter date, a private company assumed full 

management of the hospital.  From that time neither the 

Respondent nor its predecessor (Florida Department of Health 

and Rehabilitative Services) has maintained management or 

administration of the facilities. 

3.  Prior to October 31, 1998, the Hospital was operated 

by a State of Florida agency.  As of October 31, 1998, the 

Petitioner ceased to be a State of Florida employee. 

4.  The Petitioner is a black female. 

5.  On or about May 6, 1997, the Petitioner applied and 

interviewed for a job at the Hospital.  She sought the 

position of Unit Treatment and Rehabilitation Director.   

6.  At that time, the Hospital advertised two open 

positions for Unit Treatment and Rehabilitation Director.   

7.  Three applicants were ranked for the open positions.  

Among the three, the Petitioner was ranked third by the 

selection committee. 

8.  At or near the same time, the administrator of the 

Hospital received notice that he would have to cut positions 

from his budget.  This slashing of employee positions was in 
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response  
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to budget demands created at the agency level.  It had nothing 

to do with the job performances of employees at the Hospital. 

9.  In fact, the Petitioner has always received favorable 

employee performance evaluations.  She was a valued employee 

at the Hospital and was considered to be hard working by peers 

and supervisors alike. 

10.  Nevertheless, when faced with the directive to cut 

positions, the administrator elected to eliminate open or 

unfilled positions.  Pertinent to this case is the slot that 

the Petitioner would have filled had it not been eliminated.   

11.  At least under one theory, the Petitioner would have 

been promoted to Unit Treatment and Rehabilitation Director 

had the position not been deleted.  The promotion would have 

happened because one of the higher-ranked applicants for the 

job chose to reject the Hospital's offer of employment.  Thus 

as the third-ranked applicant, the Petitioner would have been 

selected. 

12.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Petitioner 

maintained she should have received the position of Unit 

Treatment and Rehabilitation Director that was filled by an 

individual named Driscoll.  She maintains that although 

Driscoll was the highest-ranked applicant, she was equally or 

better qualified for the promotion. 

13.  Driscoll is a white male. 
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14.  Prior to his employment at the Hospital, Driscoll 

had served as the director of a short-term residential 

facility.  He had also been the director of case management 

for a hospital and had supervised other case managers and 

support staff.  The Petitioner had no similar or equivalent 

supervisory experience.  The Petitioner had never supervised 

employees to any level of supervision as demonstrated by 

Driscoll at the time of the selection process. 

15.  The advertised opening sought an individual with "a 

bachelor's degree and four years of professional direct 

services experience in a social, rehabilitative or health care 

treatment program, two of which must have been in a 

supervisory capacity."  The Hospital's consideration of the 

Petitioner's role as a "lead worker" was a generous allowance.  

Technically, the Petitioner did not meet the job description 

requirements. 

16.  Additionally, the Petitioner's advanced degree did 

not qualify her for the position of Unit Treatment and 

Rehabilitation Director.  The advertisement for the position 

of Unit Treatment and Rehabilitation Director provided that a:  

. . . masters degree in health, 
special education or one of the behavioral 
or rehabilitative sciences can substitute 
for one year of the required [sic] 
nonsupervisory experience.  A doctorate 
degree in health, special education or one 
of the behavioral or rehabilitative 
sciences can substitute for the required 
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[sic] nonsupervisory experience. 
 

17.  The Petitioner did not hold either the referenced 

master's degree or doctorate degree. 
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18.  The Petitioner was not an equally qualified or a 

superiorly qualified applicant for the position of Unit 

Treatment and Rehabilitation Director.   

19.  Nevertheless, when she was not chosen for the 

position the Petitioner wrote a memorandum to the Commission 

to complain about the selection of Driscoll.  The memorandum 

stated: 

A blatant campaign of racism reigns at 
South Florida State Hospital.  Most 
recently, the hospital advertised for the 
position of Unit Treatment and 
Rehabilitation Director.  Two (2) positions 
were to be filled as a result of that 
advertisement.  Qualified applicants were 
interviewed from within the hospital.  
There were two (2) Afro-American and three 
(3) Anglo-Saxon applicants.  Of the two (2) 
Afro-American applicants applying, I met 
all of the qualifications to fill one (1) 
of the positions.  Over the dissent of 
others on the interviewing committee, 
Patricia Espinosa Thomson (acting hospital 
administrator) re-advertised the 
position(s). 

 

20.  On September 12, 1997, the Commission acknowledged 

receipt of the Petitioner's Memorandum of June 27, 1997, and, 

in accordance with a Worksharing Agreement with the Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the complaint was 

forwarded to the Miami District Office of the EEOC.  This 

complaint became the subject matter of the instant case.  The 

Commission's notice to the Petitioner provided: 

Within 35 days of notice of EEOC's Letter 
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of Determination regarding the above 
referenced complaint, you may request the 
FCHR to review the final finding and orders 
of the EEOC by requesting a Substantial 
Weight [sic] Review.  
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21.  There is no evidence regarding whether the Miami 

District issued a Letter of Determination.  It is undisputed, 

however, that the Commission did not issue its Notice of 

Determination until October 9, 2001. 

22.  The Notice of Determination represented that the 

Respondent was advised of the Petitioner's claim in January of 

1998.  The Notice of Determination also recognized that the 

Respondent had asserted that the claim was "time-barred" and 

that it would not provide information regarding the claim. 

23.  Based upon the inference found in Rule 60Y-5.003(4), 

Florida Administrative Code, the Commission entered a 

determination of cause. 

24.  The Commission apparently did nothing to timely 

investigate the complaint, did not act within 180 days of its 

filing, and did not notify the Hospital that its records 

should be maintained in connection with the allegations of 

this case. 

25.  When the Hospital went to private management all 

public records that had been maintained were stored or 

destroyed according to agency rules.  There was no effort to 

conceal or destroy records related to this matter.  The 

Hospital administrators faced the daunting tasks of trimming 

the Hospital FTEs, preparing for and transitioning to the 

private company, and organizing records for storage.  There 
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was no effort to single Petitioner out for discriminatory 

purposes.   
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26.  When eventually questioned regarding this case, the 

Department elected not to participate in the investigation as 

under the then known precedent it was not required to do so.  

The Department's decision predated Joshua v. City of 

Gainesville, 768 So. 2d 432 (Fla. 2000). 

27.  Both parties claim prejudice as a result of the 

delays in pursuing this cause.  The Petitioner maintains that 

records that would have helped her assessment of the matter 

have been either lost or destroyed.  The Respondent maintains 

that witness unavailability, loss of records, and the fact 

that it does not even manage the Hospital anymore compounds 

its inability to appropriately respond to the Petitioner's 

claim. 

28.  What is certain is the fact that the Department 

cannot award the position to the Petitioner.  Further, even at 

the time in question, the Hospital could not have awarded the 

position to the Petitioner since the position had been 

eliminated.  The only way the Petitioner could have gotten the 

position would have been if Driscoll had been removed.  And, 

as previously noted, the Petitioner was not equal to or 

superior to Driscoll in her qualifications for the position.  

29.  In June 2002, the instant case was heard on a motion 

to dismiss.  That motion was granted.  The conclusions of law 

from the Recommended Order of Dismissal found that the 
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Division of Administrative Hearings does not have jurisdiction 

over the subject matter of this proceeding.  Despite that 

conclusion, the Commission entered an Order Remanding Petition 

for Relief from an Unlawful Employment Practice.  Accordingly, 

this matter was re-opened and scheduled for hearing.  

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

30.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has 

jurisdiction over the parties to this proceeding.  As set 

forth in the Recommended Order of Dismissal, the Division of 

Administrative Hearings does not have jurisdiction over the 

subject matter.  Nevertheless, as directed by the Commission, 

it is concluded: 

31.  The Petitioner bears the burden of proof in this 

cause to establish an act of discrimination.  She has failed 

to meet that burden.  The Petitioner's qualifications were 

neither equal to nor superior to those of the applicant who 

received the position.  Moreover, had the Hospital not been 

required to slash positions, the Petitioner would have been 

placed in a position of Unit Treatment and Rehabilitation 

Director.  None of the positions would be state-employee 

positions today. 

32.  Section 760.10, Florida Statutes, makes it unlawful 

for an employer to refuse to hire or promote an individual 

based upon race or gender.  In this case, the Petitioner 
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failed to establish that she was not chosen based upon her 

race (black) or gender (female).  The Department interviewed 

her and the hiring committee ranked the Petitioner third.  She 

was not passed to third due to her race or gender. 

33.  Moreover, even if Petitioner were deemed to have met 

an initial burden, the Respondent has articulated legitimate, 

nondiscriminatory reasons for the selection of Driscoll.  

Additionally, it has demonstrated and articulated a basis for 

the elimination of the open position that could have been 

given to Petitioner.  Agency mandates based upon legislative 

funding reductions caused the Hospital to eliminate the vacant 

position.  It was entirely appropriate that the open position 

be cut (versus a filled position).   

RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions 

of Law, it is RECOMMENDED that the Florida Commission on Human 

Relations enter a Final Order dismissing the Petitioner's 

claim. 

DONE AND ENTERED this 25th day of March 2003, in 

Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida. 

                              
___________________________________ 
                              J. D. Parrish 
                              Administrative Law Judge 
                              Division of Administrative 
Hearings 
                              The DeSoto Building 
                              1230 Apalachee Parkway 
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                              Tallahassee, Florida  32399-3060 
                              (850) 488-9675   SUNCOM 278-9675 
                              Fax Filing (850) 921-6847 
                              www.doah.state.fl.us 
 
                              Filed with the Clerk of the 
                              Division of Administrative 
Hearings 
                              this 25th day of March, 2003. 
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COPIES FURNISHED: 
 
Paul Flounlacker, Agency Clerk 
Department of Children and 
  Family Services 
1317 Winewood Boulevard 
Building 2, Room 204B 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399-0700 
 
Josie Tomayo, General Counsel 
Department of Children and 
  Family Services 
1317 Winewood Boulevard 
Building 2, Room 204 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399-0700 
 
Denise Crawford, Agency Clerk 
Florida Commission on Human Relations 
2009 Apalachee Parkway, Suite 100 
Tallahassee, Florida  32301 
 
Randy A. Fleischer, Esquire 
4801 South University Drive, Suite 3070 
Davie, Florida  33328 
 
Sondra R. Schwartz, Esquire 
Department of Children and Family Services 
201 West Broward Boulevard, Suite 502 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida  33301 
 
 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS 
 

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions within 
15 days from the date of this Recommended Order.  Any 
exceptions to this Recommended Order should be filed with the 
agency that will issue the Final Order in this case. 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

 
 
MARK J. ARMESTO, 
 
     Petitioner, 
 
vs. 
 
COASTAL LUMBER COMPANY, 
 
 Respondent. 
                                

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 

 
 
 
 
Case No. 02-3996 

   
RECOMMENDED ORDER 

 
Upon due notice, a disputed-fact hearing was held before 

the Division of Administrative Hearings by its duly-designated 

Administrative Law Judge, Ella Jane P. Davis, on January 21, 

2003, in Tallahassee, Florida. 

APPEARANCES 

 For Petitioner:  Gary Lee Printy, Esquire 
  The Law Office of Gary Lee Printy 
  1804 Miccosukee Commons Drive Suite 200 

      Tallahassee, Florida  32308 
 
 For Respondent:  Maura M. Bolivar, Esquire  
      David K. Miller, Esquire  
                      Broad & Cassel, P.A. 
                      215 South Monroe Street, Suite 400 
      Post Office Box 11300 
                      Tallahassee, Florida  32302 
                       

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 
 
 Whether Respondent has committed an unlawful employment 

practice against Petitioner on the basis of age discrimination. 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Petitioner timely filed a Charge of Discrimination with the 

Florida Commission on Human Relations.  Subsequent to the 

Commission's Determination:  No Cause, Petitioner timely filed a 

Petition for Relief.  The case was referred to the Division of 

Administrative Hearings on or about October 15, 2002.   

At the disputed-fact hearing, Petitioner testified on his 

own behalf and presented the oral testimony of Marilyn Strange, 

Eddie Daughtry, and George Michael (Mike) Strickland.  He had 

two exhibits admitted in evidence, P-1 and P-2.  Respondent also 

presented the oral testimony of Mr. Strickland and Ms. Strange, 

and of Tom Rockwood and James Stabler.  Respondent's Exhibits  

R-1 through R-11 (composite), R-13, R-15, and R-16, were 

admitted in evidence.  There was no R-14, and R-12 was 

withdrawn. 

A Transcript was filed in due course, and Respondent timely 

filed, within the extended time frame requested by the parties, 

a Proposed Recommended Order, which has been considered.  

Petitioner timely filed a notice that he would not be filing a 

proposed recommended order. 

FINDINGS OF FACTS 

1.  Petitioner was born on December 11, 1929.  He was a 

salaried employee of Respondent at its Havana, Florida, plant 
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from 1985 until March 31, 1995.  Therefore, during this 

employment period he was 56 to 65 years of age.   

2.  Respondent is a forest product company headquartered in 

Weldon, North Carolina.  The Havana, Florida, plant manufactures 

plywood products and is the largest of Respondent's 20 plants, 

with approximately 300 employees.  As such, it qualifies as an 

"employer," as defined by Chapter 760, Florida Statutes. 

3.  From 1985 to 1995, Petitioner served as Plant 

Purchasing Agent.  His duties included pricing and purchasing 

parts used in the plywood manufacturing process, managing the 

parts inventory, and maintaining the stockroom.   

4.  Petitioner's direct supervisor was the Plant Manager.  

The Plant Manager reports to the Havana Plant's General Manager.  

In 1989, Tom Rockwood assumed the post of General Manager at the 

Havana plant.   

5.  Prior to retirement, Petitioner had signed a 

performance review of himself for the period October 1992 

through October 1993, which stated, in part: 

(a)  Some progress made in stockroom setup 
but still needs work; 
 
(b)  Hasn't totally insisted that his office 
and stockroom be kept in manner that [is] 
safe, clean and efficient; 
 
(c)  Still has to be prodded at times 
instead of taking the ball and running with 
it. 
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6.  Also, in March 1994, Petitioner had not followed 

instructions regarding arrangements for shipping materials to 

the plant.  Management concluded that his actions had resulted 

in excessive costs.  Mr. Rockwood met with Petitioner to express 

his dissatisfaction on this subject.  After the meeting, 

Mr. Rockwood documented their conversation and his oral 

reprimand of Petitioner by a memorandum to Petitioner's 

personnel file.  Petitioner was not given a copy of the 

memorandum and knew nothing about its existence, but Petitioner 

could have looked at his personnel file at any time.  Petitioner 

did not refute that the meeting and reprimand had, in fact, 

occurred. 

7.  Petitioner also had signed his performance review for 

the period October 1993 through October 1994, the last 

performance review before his retirement, which stated, in part: 

(a)  Very little progress made in storeroom 
setup; 
 
(b)  Did have improvement on take [sic] 
responsibilities for projects, but still 
needed much help; 
 
(c)  Still needs to become more of a person 
who can plan things out for himself; 
 
(d)  Mark did do better than year before, 
but still needed prodding at times on 
projects.  Mark put forth more effort this 
year but much improvement still needed. 
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8.  After his 1994 performance review, Petitioner informed 

his superiors that he wished to retire in March 1995. 

9.  Petitioner contended that he did not voluntarily 

retire, but was forced out of his position, effective March 31, 

1995.  However, he was unable to relate his retirement to any 

discrimination on the basis of age, and further admitted that 

what had occurred with regard to his retirement was that he had 

been asked by superiors when he would retire and that he had 

unilaterally selected March 31, 1995, as his retirement date, 

because it accommodated his reaching his 65th birthday.  

Mr. Rockwood acknowledged that Petitioner had discussed 

retirement with him targeted for March 1, 1995, but that, at 

Petitioner's request, Petitioner had stayed on until March 31, 

1995. 

10.  Petitioner conceded that his performance reviews from 

1993 and 1994 contained "suggestions for improvement," and that 

he had just assumed he was doing a good job prior to retirement 

because he had received regular pay increases.  Mr. Rockwood 

explained that Petitioner had received cost of living increases 

in pay, but that his pay increases would have been higher if his 

performance had been better. 

11.  Respondent's managerial employees, who had reason to 

know and who testified at hearing, assessed Petitioner as 

lacking in initiative.  Mr. Rockwood stated that Petitioner was 
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a "people person," being "very good at working with people . . . 

but attention to detail is not something he's ever been 

interested in." 

12.  In 1997, Respondent hired Mike Strickland as Plant 

Manager.  Mr. Strickland was Plant Manager until July 2002, and 

is currently employed elsewhere. 

13.  After his retirement, Petitioner repeatedly approached 

Mr. Rockwood requesting employment temporary enough not to 

interrupt his Federal Social Security retirement benefits. 

14.  Despite some prior dissatisfaction with Petitioner's 

job performance, Respondent's management, particularly 

Mr. Rockwood, personally liked Petitioner.  

15.  Petitioner was hired by Mike Strickland on a temporary 

fill-in basis as an hourly worker for short periods whenever 

there was a vacancy in the purchasing agent position in 1997, 

1998, and May 2001.  Each time Petitioner was hired, the 

understanding was that he would work until a permanent 

purchasing agent was hired and trained.  He was hired on these 

occasions because Respondent needed someone who could perform 

the minimum requirements of the purchasing agent job during the 

times when the company had a high turnover rate in the 

purchasing agent position.  Petitioner was merely expected to 

train the new purchasing agent and maintain the status quo until 

the new purchasing agent could take over. 
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16.  In 1999, Respondent's headquarters in Weldon, North  

Carolina, initiated a business review process to study its 

management information system needs.  The financial manager at 

the Havana plant, Marilyn Strange, formed part of the task force 

assembled for this purpose.  Management sought to modernize 

computer systems and use technology to achieve cost savings. 

17.  One of the corporate goals was to develop a paperless 

purchasing system.  The company also planned to utilize 

computers to perform trend analysis and tracking of purchasing 

and inventory to increase efficiency and cut costs. 

18.  In 2000, at a company-wide meeting, the plan to 

implement the new computer system was unveiled.  Mr. Rockwood 

and Ms. Strange were particularly interested in this development 

because they saw elimination of the cumbersome and costly   

paper-intensive purchasing process as a key benefit to their 

plant's bottom line. 

19.  The task force's work culminated in a request for 

proposals to venders of computer systems.  In May 2001, the 

Respondent accepted the proposal of Oracle Corporation for a 

comprehensive computer system which included a purchasing 

module. 

20.  The Havana plant was chosen to be the first of 

Respondent's plants to implement the Oracle purchasing software 

module, due to its large size, its management's high level of 
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interest in the project, and its management's confidence in 

their ability to successfully put the new technology into 

operation.  The fact that Ms. Strange had served on the task 

force to assess needs and create the request for proposals also 

probably was a factor in this decision.   

21.  The decision to implement the new computer system for 

purchasing and inventory changed the nature of the purchasing 

agent's job at the Havana plant.  Mr. Rockwood testified that 

"the one job . . . whose requirements did change significantly 

with the upcoming computer project was the purchasing manager 

[agent] position." 

22.  In June 2001, Petitioner was 72 years old and was 

filling in as purchasing agent because the permanent purchasing 

agent had resigned due to poor health.  Petitioner told 

Mr. Strickland that he was now interested in keeping the 

purchasing agent job for approximately two years.   

23.  Petitioner testified that Mr. Strickland was amenable 

to Petitioner staying on as purchasing agent for two years and 

that Mr. Strickland had stated he would not advertise the 

purchasing agent position as long as Petitioner gave one month's 

notice before leaving.  Petitioner also testified that he had 

asked Mr. Strickland to place him on salary while he remained 

employed, but Mr. Strickland would not do so.  Mr. Strickland's 

testimony is credible that he did not recall such a conversation 
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and had made no commitment to hire Petitioner permanently.  He 

testified that he expected all employees to give notice prior to 

leaving, preferably thirty days' notice.   

24.  Mr. Strickland was aware of the corporate goal of 

finding a purchasing agent who had computerized purchasing and 

inventory experience.   

25.  Petitioner conceded that he was not computer literate 

in June 2001.   

26.  Given the totality of this testimony, it seems clear 

that there was no meeting of the minds of the two men, and, 

therefore, Petitioner's and Mr. Strickland's conversations 

created no oral contract guaranteeing Petitioner's continued 

employment for two years, solely at Petitioner's will. 

27.  However, out of respect for Petitioner's feelings, 

Mr. Strickland informed him, prior to placing an advertisement 

in the paper, that the job of purchasing agent would be 

advertised.  Mr. Strickland told Petitioner that the company was 

looking for an employee with business experience with purchasing 

and inventory computer skills, and one who was willing to make a 

commitment for more than two years. 

28.  Although the newspaper advertisement published in late 

June or early July 2001, did not specifically state that 

computer skills or a two-year commitment was required, the 

Havana plant's management's ideal candidate for purchasing agent 
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was someone with experience with a computerized purchasing and 

inventory system, who would stay a long time.   

29.  The advertisement only required four years of 

purchasing agent experience anywhere.  Petitioner had 10 years 

of purchasing agent experience in the same plywood plant. 

30.  In response to the advertisement, Petitioner submitted 

a resume to Mr. Strickland.  However, he submitted no 

application.   

31.  Mr. Strickland informed Mr. Rockwood that Petitioner 

had submitted a resume and further informed him of Petitioner's 

interest in coming back to work full time for two years as the 

permanent purchasing agent.  Mr. Rockwood instructed 

Mr. Strickland to not respond to Petitioner so as not to upset, 

insult, or disappoint him, and so as to force Petitioner to come 

to Mr. Rockwood if he were seriously interested in the position. 

32.  Three to five persons submitted applications, not 

counting Petitioner.  All applicants had past purchasing 

experience.  Two applicants had experience in computerized 

purchasing and inventory systems.  Only three applicants were 

interviewed. 

33.  Petitioner told Marilyn Strange about his interest in 

the purchasing agent position.  He told her he thought he was 

not being considered for the job because of his lack of computer 

skills.   
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34.  When he was not interviewed, Petitioner asked 

Mr. Strickland why he had not been interviewed.  Mr. Strickland 

informed him it was for the same reasons they had previously 

discussed. (See Finding of Fact 27.)  Petitioner protested that 

he had just bought a home computer and was learning how to 

operate it, indicating that he was aware that the purchasing 

agent position now required computer skills.   

35.  Mr. Strickland informed Petitioner that the company 

needed an employee currently experienced with purchasing and 

inventory software, not a novice computer user, and that it 

would take Petitioner too long to self-train. 

36.  Mr. Strickland was primarily responsible for screening 

and interviewing applicants for the purchasing agent position.  

Mr. Rockwood interviewed only the finalists.  The key 

qualification that Mr. Rockwood was looking for was experience 

with a computerized purchasing and inventory system.   

37.  The two finalists for the purchasing agent position 

both had experience in Material Resource Planning (MRP) 

software, a common purchasing and inventory system used by many 

manufacturers, which management believed would be helpful for 

successful implementation of the Oracle purchasing module. 

38.  In October 2001, James Stabler, age 52, was hired to 

start work as the Havana plant's purchasing agent.  In his 19 

years successively as senior buyer, purchasing manager, and 
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commodity manager with his former employer, Mr. Stabler was 

charged with a high level of responsibility for that company's 

purchasing function.  Mr. Stabler had never managed a stockroom 

because his prior employer used a work-cell concept of storing 

parts near production line components instead of a single large 

stockroom.  However, that prior company had a manual purchasing 

system when he began working there, and Mr. Stabler formed part 

of the team that put into operation an MRP system to manage the 

company's purchasing and inventory operations.  Mr. Stabler also 

was skilled in use of Lotus and Excel spread sheet programs and 

had a total of 10-12 years of business experience with 

computers.  His background was the key reason Respondent offered 

Mr. Stabler its purchasing agent job. 

39.  Unlike Petitioner, Mr. Strickland and Mr. Rockwood did 

not believe that purchasing experience specific to the plywood 

industry was required.  They preferred a candidate with the 

desired computer background over one, such as Petitioner, who 

had plywood industry experience but who lacked computer skills.   

40.  Petitioner presented no direct evidence that age was a 

motivating factor in the decision not to hire him permanently in 

2001.  He admitted that he only assumed management decisions 

were due to his age because he could see no reason why he was 

not hired.  He presented no evidence that his computer skills 

were equal, or superior, to Mr. Stabler's computer skills.  He 
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admitted that at the time Mr. Stabler was hired, he had never 

taken any computer courses. 

41.  Due to an economic downturn and reduced corporate 

profits, senior management at Respondent's corporate 

headquarters decided to implement only the Oracle general ledger 

and accounts payable module, delaying implementation of the 

other modules, including the purchasing module. 

42.  Therefore, it was not until 2002, that Financial 

Manager Strange and Purchasing Agent Stabler obtained permission 

from corporate headquarters to install the Oracle purchasing 

module at the Havana plant.  Corporate headquarters only agreed 

to permit them to install the purchasing module if they could do 

it without assistance from outside consultants.  Thus, 

Respondent's computerization of purchasing at the Havana plant 

was not implemented until 2002.  It still was not complete as of 

the date of hearing. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

43.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has 

jurisdiction over the parties and subject matter of this cause, 

pursuant to Section 120.57 (1) and Chapter 760, Florida 

Statutes. 

44.  It is an unlawful employment practice for an employer 

to discriminate against any individual with respect to terms, 
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conditions, or privileges of employment on the basis of age.  

See, Section 760.10(1)(a), Florida Statutes. 

45.  The Florida Civil Rights Act, Section 760.01, et seq, 

is patterned after Title VII of the Federal Civil Rights Act, 42 

U.S.C. Section 2000E, et seq.  Federal case law interpreting 

Title VII is applicable to cases arising under the Florida Act.  

See Florida Department of Community Affairs v. Bryant, 586 So. 

2d 1205 (Fla. 1st DCA 1991).  Likewise, case law under the Age 

Discrimination and Employment Act (ADEA), 29 U.S.C. Section 623 

et seq., may be helpful. 

46.  Petitioner has the burden of proof to show that he was 

discriminated against on the basis of age.  To establish a prima 

facie case of age discrimination, Petitioner must show that he 

(1) was a member of a protected age group, (2) was subjected to 

adverse employment action, (3) was qualified to do the job, and 

(4) that he lost the position to a younger individual.  

McDonnell Douglas Corporation v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973). 

47.  Herein, Petitioner did not meet the burden of proving 

a prima facie case of age discrimination.  He proved that at the 

material time he was a 72-year-old man, who was subject to an 

adverse employment action (not hired for the job), and that a  

52-year-old man was hired for the job.  However, he did not 

prove that he met the qualifications for Respondent's purchasing 

agent position at the time of hiring. 
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48.  It is acknowledged that Respondent's management's 

refusal to even interview Petitioner is similar to the situation 

in Battles v. Department of Corrections, DOAH Case No. 91-4327 

(RO February 24, 1992), wherein racial discrimination was found 

to have occurred.  However, failure to interview is not the 

pivotal point of that case.  Therein, the employer gave as the 

reason it promoted a Caucasian employee over an African-American 

employee the facts that the promoted employee had stronger 

scores on a preliminary level interview, higher scores on a 

writing sample, and additional training hours, and it was held 

that because the promoted employee's superior qualifications 

were never made known to the supervisor who made the ultimate 

promotional decision, those reasons could not constitute a 

"legitimate non-discriminatory reason" for not promoting the 

African-American employee.  In other words, the employer's 

proffered reasons were pretextural.  That scenario does not 

exist in the instant case.  In the instant case, both 

Mr. Strickland and Mr. Rockwood were familiar with the 

Petitioner's work and capabilities.  Moreover, Petitioner never 

actually filed an application, and apparently even some 

applicants did not receive an interview.  Those applicants whose 

resumes were perceived by management as superior for the 

employer's current purposes were the only ones interviewed, and 

only those with MRP experience made the final cut. 
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49.  Assuming, arguendo, but not ruling, that Petitioner 

has made a prima facie case, the burden would then shift to 

Respondent to articulate a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason 

for its failure to hire him.  McDonnell Douglas Corporation v. 

Green, supra; Department of Corrections v. Chandler, 582 So. 2d 

1183 (Fla. 1st DCA 1991). 

50.  Respondent met its burden under the Chandler test by 

adequately articulating a legitimate non-discriminatory reason 

for hiring Mr. Stabler instead of Petitioner.  Upon the evidence 

as a whole, it cannot be concluded that Mr. Stabler's failure to 

immediately implement a cohesive computerized inventory, 

purchasing, and stockroom system, retroactively renders 

pretextual the employer's reasons for hiring him. 

51.  When an employer produces evidence of a legitimate, 

non-discriminatory reason for its actions, any prior presumption 

of discrimination is eliminated, and the employee must then 

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the explanation 

given was not its true reason, but a pretext for discrimination.  

"The employee must satisfy this burden by showing directly that 

a discriminatory reason more likely than not motivated the 

decision, or indirectly by showing that the proffered reason for 

the employment decision is not worthy of belief."  Department of 

Corrections v. Chandler, supra.  Petitioner did not meet this 

shifted burden.  "Conclusory allegations of [age] 
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discrimination, without more, are not sufficient to raise an 

inference of pretext or intentional discrimination where [the 

employer] has offered extensive evidence of legitimate, non-

discriminatory reasons for its actions.  Isenbergh v. Knight-

Ridder Newspaper Sales, Inc., 97 F.3d 436 (11th Circuit 1996). 

52.  An employee's feelings and perceptions of being 

discriminated against are not evidence of discrimination.  

Bickerstaff v. Vassar College, 196 F.3d 435 (2nd Circuit 1999).  

Petitioner cannot establish pretext simply by arguing that he is 

more qualified than Mr. Stabler due to Petitioner's having more 

years of service with the same company or in the plywood 

industry.  Rather, Petitioner must present evidence that the 

alleged disparity in qualifications is "so apparent as virtually 

as to jump off the page and slap you in the face."  Denney v. 

City of Albany, 247 F.3d 1172 (11th Circuit 2001); See also, 

Deines v. Texas Department of Protective & Regulatory Services, 

164 F.3d 277 (5th Circuit 1999), to the effect that a 

Petitioner's credentials must be so superior that "no reasonable 

person, in the exercise of impartial judgment, could have chosen 

the candidate selected over the plaintiff for the job in 

question." 

53.  Courts respect employers' discretion to chose among 

job candidates and do not second guess decisions regarding which 

qualifications to emphasize.  See Chapman v. AI Transportation, 
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229 F.3d 1012, (11th Circuit 2000), stating, "Courts do not sit 

as a super-personnel department that reexamines an entity's 

business decisions."  Even if the employer's view is mistaken, 

if it is honestly believed, it is not discrimination.  Ghosh v. 

Indiana Department of Environmental Management, 192 F.3d 1087 

(7th Circuit 1999). 

54.  The greater weight of the evidence herein demonstrates 

that Respondent's legitimate interest in hiring an employee with 

initiative in solving problems at a high level of proficiency in 

computerized purchasing and inventory, the direction in which 

Respondent's business was heading, was an articulate, un-

rebutted reason that Respondent hired Mr. Stabler. 

RECOMMENDATION 

 Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions 

of Law, it is  

RECOMMENDED: 

That the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter a 

Final Order denying the Petition for Relief. 
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DONE AND ENTERED this 27th day of March, 2003, in 

Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida. 

 
___________________________________ 
ELLA JANE P. DAVIS 
Administrative Law Judge 
Division of Administrative Hearings 
The DeSoto Building 
1230 Apalachee Parkway 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399-3060 
(850) 488-9675   SUNCOM 278-9675 
Fax Filing (850) 921-6847 
www.doah.state.fl.us 
 
Filed with the Clerk of the 
Division of Administrative Hearings 
this 27th day of March, 2003. 
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Gary Lee Printy, Esquire 
The Law Offices of Gary Lee Printy 
1804 Miccosukee Commons Drive, Suite 200 
Tallahassee, Florida  32308 
 
Maura M. Bolivar, Esquire 
David K. Miller, Esquire 
Broad & Cassel, P.A. 
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 400 
Post Office Box 11300 
Tallahassee, Florida  32302 
 
Cecil Howard, General Counsel 
Florida Commission on Human Relations 
2009 Apalachee Parkway 
Suite 100 
Tallahassee, Florida  32301 
 
Denise Crawford, Agency Clerk 
Florida Commission on Human Relations 
2009 Apalachee Parkway 
Suite 100 
Tallahassee, Florida  32301 
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS 
 
All parties have the right to submit written exceptions within 
15 days from the date of this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions 
to this Recommended Order should be filed with the agency that 
will issue the final order in this case.  
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